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ABSTRACT
In recent years a new category of data analysis applications have
evolved, known as data pipelining tools, which enable even nonexperts to perform complex analysis tasks on potentially huge
amounts of data. Due to the complex and computing intensive
analysis processes and methods used, it is often neither sufficient
nor possible to simply rely on the increase of performance of
single processors. Promising solutions to this problem are parallel
and distributed approaches that can accelerate the analysis process.
In this paper we discuss the parallel and distribution potential of
pipelining tools by demonstrating several parallel and distributed
implementations in the open source pipelining platform KNIME.
We verify the practical applicability in a number of real world
experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the amount of data generated on a daily basis is
growing at a mind boggling rate. The information and
knowledge hidden in this data can only be discovered by
sophisticated and high performance analysis methods [10, 9,
23]. It has become increasingly clear that visual exploration
techniques and interactive methods can help analysts better
understand the extracted information and guide the mining
process by their domain knowledge [22, 20]. However, for this
to be successful it is crucial to enable easy and intuitive access
to the vast variety of analysis tools available nowadays. A
recently emerging category of tools for such types of data
analysis are the so-called data pipelining tools that enable
analysts to dynamically create interactive data analysis
workflows. Some of today’s popular data pipelining tools are
Pipeline Pilot [17], Insightful Miner[12], InforSense KDE
[11], D2K [21], DataRush [19] and the recently released, open
source data mining platform KNIME (“Konstanz Information
Miner”, [6, 2]).
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In these tools, the pipeline is formed from consecutively
connected processing units called nodes. The raw input data
can be read from various data sources, such as text files and
databases. Usually the data is transformed into table-like
internal representations. These tables are then passed along the
pipeline to other nodes, which handle pre-processing such as
normalizing numerical values, filtering rows based on specific
criteria or joining tables from different branches of the
workflow. Subsequent nodes then apply machine learning or
data mining algorithms to build models based on the input
data. Popular methods include decision trees, rule sets or
support vector machines for labeled data or clustering
algorithms and pattern mining for unlabeled data [23]. Finally,
nodes providing tools for interactive visualization help to
explore the results.
These steps can of course also be applied by a handwritten
script or program. However, by using a graphical
representation of the pipeline and the nodes that process the
data, the purpose of the workflow becomes much more obvious
and the transfer of knowledge among a group of analysts is
improved significantly. The flow is intuitive and selfdocumenting due to its visual representation and even users
who do not know much about programming can analyze data
quite easily and are able to quickly modify existing pipelines
to their own liking. An example of a simple data analysis
workflow using KNIME is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. A simple workflow in KNIME
The File Reader node in the upper left area reads pre-classified
training data from a file followed by a node, which
subsequently filters out rows containing missing attribute
values. The upper branch follows by creating a neural network
model. Model flows are distinguished by the differently
shaped ports. In the lower branch another file reader reads in a
new, previously unclassified data set that is to be classified by
the model created in the upper branch. After filtering the
missing values, the predictor node takes the trained neural
network model as well as the new data and classifies it. The
following table view visualizes the predicted values.
Contrasting the appealing properties of visual workflow
layouting, there are also some minor drawbacks to this
concept. First, due to the fact that the workflows must be able
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to deal with all kinds of input data, the used data structures
must be generic and usually end up offering a rather high
abstraction level. Therefore, the used data structures are
usually not optimized for specific tasks. Second, usability
features like progress indication require additional system
resources. This becomes a problem especially if huge amounts
of data (hundreds or thousands of megabytes) are analyzed.
Because the speed of single processor machines does not catch
up with the growing amount of data, parallel and distributed
approaches are promising techniques to speed up the data
analysis process.
Data pipelining tools provide a lot of parallel potential to
accelerate the workflow execution. Even though the general
ideas in the field of parallel and distributed computing are not
new as such, it is important to analyze the capabilities that
arise from the nature of those pipelining tools. In this paper,
we present an analysis of these capabilities and map them to
potential parallelization and distribution techniques,
respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
provide a short overview of the field of parallel and distributed
computing with respect to data pipelining and data mining. In
Section 3, we introduce the used data analysis platform
KNIME. The main part of this article in Section 4 describes
various ways to parallelize and distribute processing data and
tasks in KNIME, and in Section 5 details are provided
regarding some experimental results. Finally, we briefly
contrast this work to other tools’ approaches.

2. PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED
COMPUTING
In the last decades a lot of research and development work has
been done in the area of parallel and distributed computing.
The two principal concepts we focus on are Symmetric Multi
Processing (SMP), in which global memory is shared among
several CPUs or cores, and distributed computing, where
independent processing units do not share anything but are
connected by ordinary or high speed networks [13]. Depending
on the specific manner and speed of the communication,
different approaches are applied to parallelize computing
tasks.
In general, SMP approaches are easier to implement as the
communication and synchronization of parallel processes can
be performed via global memory (shared memory, pipes,
semaphores, monitors, and others), which avoids the necessity
of explicitly transferring information to other computers. In
special cases parallelization can even be performed by a
compiler, which distributes independent runtime code (e.g.
loop-cycles) to the available CPUs. Furthermore,
communication between processors is much faster. One
disadvantage is that the scalability potential is limited due to
the central bottleneck represented by the global memory. For
this reason, today’s SMP architectures employ hierarchical
memory/CPU structures, which however increase the
complexity and communication time among processors.
Communication and synchronization in distributed systems is
performed via messages. In these systems, messages must be
sent and received explicitly in either a synchronous or
asynchronous way. For standardization purposes a general
interface has been defined, known as the Message Passing
Interface (MPI) [15].
Major consequences arise from these two architectures and the
application that should be parallelized. First, it is important to

define what should be parallelized. Either the data to be
processed can be distributed, the task itself, or both. One
special issue in data mining applications is the distribution of
the search space in cases where it is much bigger than the data
itself [18, 14].
In data pipelining tools it is possible to exploit “Pipeline
Parallelism”. Tools that support stream processing of data [19]
can execute a data item in one processing unit and immediately
forward the result to the next unit. While the next unit
processes the result, the previous unit can continue to process
another data item [8].
The second aspect in parallel and distributed computing is the
granularity of the data subsets or subtasks to be distributed. In
the case of fast communication (i.e. SMP or fast connected
clusters) it is possible to distribute small portions of data. This
potentially enables optimal balancing of the load among the
available processors. In distributed systems with slow
networks the communication overhead would neutralize the
benefit of such fine-grained parallel execution.
One last aspect is the already mentioned workload balancing
among the participating computers or CPUs. If the complexity
of the task and its parts can be determined in advance, static
load balancing can be performed. However, in many data
mining tasks the size of the problem and the structure of the
search space are not known in advance. A famous example is
frequent itemset mining or pattern mining in general [1, 3, 25].
In this case the work load must be distributed dynamically
during application runtime. Therefore, a dynamic load
balancing system is needed to detect which computers have a
high work load and which are underloaded. Work packages are
then subsequently reassigned from one computer to another
[24].
Following this brief overview of parallel and distributed
computing, the next section describes the KNIME data
pipelining platform. We will see that several aspects
mentioned in this section play an important role for later
parallelization and distribution.

3. KNIME - A DATA PIPELINING
PLATFORM
The Konstanz Information Miner (KNIME) is a Java-based
data mining platform with a graphical user interface that is
based on Eclipse [5]. A workflow in KNIME consists of
several nodes belonging to various categories (readers,
manipulators, learners, predictors, writers), which are
connected via ports. A connection can either transfer data or
generated models, which describe extracted information from
the input data such as learned predictors or models. A node
may have several input and/or output ports and several
successor nodes, but only one predecessor node per input port.
In general, a node has a configuration dialog in which the user
can set various parameters, e.g. which file to read, how many
cross validation runs should be performed or how large the
constructed decision trees can grow. A node can be in any one
of three states:
•

not executable: not all of the input ports are connected to
predecessors or the node is not configured correctly,

•

ready for execution: all of the input ports are connected
and the node is configured correctly, or

•

executed: the input data/models have been processed and
the results are available at its output port(s).
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After a workflow has been built and its nodes have been
configured properly, the user can either execute the whole
workflow or only selected nodes. All necessary predecessors
are executed automatically. For further details on KNIME’s
features see [6]. Internally, data is stored in a table-based
format, built up of rows and columns. Each column has a
specific type, e.g. strings, integers, doubles or more
sophisticated types such as bit vectors, molecules or images.
The data is not processed in a stream like way, i.e. the data is
not forwarded in a constant flow. Rather, each node processes
the whole data and afterwards forwards the entire results. This
is much better suited to data mining tasks, as many algorithms
need the whole data in advance.
In order to process huge amounts of data, the tables are not
completely kept in memory but buffered on disk. As this slows
down data transfer, the user may change this default behavior
separately for each node provided sufficient memory is
available. KNIME also includes the concept of metanodes.
These nodes can be used to encapsulate sub-workflows to be
reused at other locations inside the main workflow. Metanodes
can encapsulate specific subtasks and thus hide complexity
from the main flow. Metanodes can also be nested inside other
metanodes. Besides these basic advantages, metanodes can
also be used to represent loops in a workflow, e.g. for cross
validation or feature selection (see Fig. 3 for an example). The
metanode itself then deals with (repeatedly) executing the
inner workflow and aggregating its results. This concept not
only makes the workflow easier to understand than direct loops
but is also more straightforward in terms of implementation.
The framework simply executes a normal node while
implementation of the particular node itself takes care of
splitting the input data into partitions, running the small subworkflow several times and aggregating the results at the end
of the run (e.g. the cross validation sub-flow).
In this section we introduced general aspects of KNIME and
described specific concepts representing potential capabilities
for parallelization. The next section illustrates the parallel and
distributed implementation of these concepts in more detail.

4. PARALLEL DATA PROCESSING IN
KNIME
There are several ways to parallelize a typical workflow. The
most simple and obvious one is the parallel execution of
different branches in the workflow. Each node that is ready for
execution can run in its own thread. The next, more advanced
approach, is to process the data rows of the input table in
parallel. The most sophisticated way of parallelization is to
execute whole sub-workflows in parallel, e.g. the different
iterations of a cross validation. Some algorithms allow for
parallelization themselves, however this aspect is usually quite
independent of the workflow. In the next subsections we will
explain the different approaches in more detail and also take a
brief look at what a programmer must do if (s)he wants to write
a node that is capable of processing data in parallel.

Figure 2. Two small workflows with threaded nodes

4.1 Parallel execution of independent nodes
As already mentioned, the most obvious method of parallel
data processing is to execute several independent nodes at the
same time. In Fig. 1 the two “File Readers” as well as the
“Missing Value” nodes can be executed concurrently. The
“Multilayer Perceptron Predictor”, however, has to wait until
its two predeccessors are finished.
In order to avoid overloading if too many nodes are ready for
execution, KNIME uses a thread pool that is limited in size and
reuses threads. The user can specify how many threads should
be used at the same time. From the programmer’s point of
view, nothing needs to be done to allow parallel node
executions. They are automatically handled by KNIME’s
workflow manager: it keeps track of queuing and executing the
nodes in a workflow.

4.2 Parallel processing of data inside a single
node
A considerable number of nodes (especially pre-processing
nodes) perform computations based on single rows
independently from the other rows. Examples of this type of
node are shown in Fig. 2, which parse molecular
representations and convert them into internal ones (e.g. the
“SDF parser”), or nodes that manipulate image data (e.g. “Low
Pass Filter” or “Voronoi Segmentation”). In KNIME these
nodes are called “Threaded Nodes” and implementing them is
not very different from implementing normal nodes. The
framework takes care of splitting the input table into chunks;
each chunk is processed in a separate thread, which is taken
from the thread pool already mentioned in the previous section.
In order to achieve an equally distributed load among all
threads on the one hand and a low overhead on the other, a
suitable balance between the size and the number of chunks is
important. Currently four times as many chunks as available
threads in the pool are created. The abstract model provided by
the framework calls a method in the concrete subclass for each
row of the input table, which then returns the new cells that are
appended to the row. In the final phase the results are merged
and the complete output table is built. The programmer needs
only be aware that the code is called by several threads
concurrently. Therefore, synchronized blocks should be
avoided and write-access to common data must be used
carefully. Apart from that, the implementation resembles the
normal node’s API. Almost the same usage model applies in
cases where the number of output rows differs from the
number of input rows or when the structure of the output table
is completely different from the input table structure. Again,
the framework invokes the special implementation for each
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row of the input data. This time however, a (possibly empty)
set of complete rows must be returned. Again, the framework
takes care of merging the final results. The threaded nodes
have a slight overhead that comes from splitting the input
tables and merging the results. This depends largely on the size

of a row (the number of columns and the size of the objects in
the cells) and on I/O speed. Generally, however, this overhead
does not significantly impair performance as we will
demonstrate later.

Figure 3. A workflow with a cross validation node and its internal sub-workflow

4.3 Parallel processing of sub-workflows
In Section 3 we explained the concept of metanodes, which
encapsulate sub-workflows. Metanodes such as the looper or
cross validation node implement additional functionality.
Whereas the first node simply executes the inner flow a
predefined number of times and merges the results, the latter
also splits the input data into different partitions and
aggregates the results at the end. Fig. 3 shows an example of
how a cross validation node can be used. In the outer flow data
is read, pre-processed and then fed into the cross validation
node. Its internal flow contains four predefined nodes: the
input node, which simply transports the data from the outer
flow; two output nodes, which collect the results at the end; the
X-Partitioner, which is responsible for splitting the data into
training and tests sets. The user has to insert at least two nodes
that build a model based on the training data and classify the
test data using the model. The classification results must then
be transferred to the output nodes. There are two output nodes,
as the Cross Validation node has two outports, one for a short
table with the errors of each iteration and one with the
complete prediction results of all iterations In the example we
use the SVM Learner node, which trains a support vector
machine.
Using support vector machines is relatively time-consuming,
even for small datasets, and becomes increasingly so if there
are 10 or more iterations in a cross validation node. In such a
case, all iterations are independent of each other, besides the
fact that partitioning into training and test data must be
identical, i.e. in each iteration another 9 of 10 partitions are
used for training and the remaining partition is used for testing.
Therefore, it is quite natural to parallelize execution of the
single iterations. This time, however, the programmer of such a
parallel metanode has a small amount of extra work to do.

The nodes inside the sub-workflow are not aware of the fact
that they may be executed by several threads at the same time,
i.e. they are not thread safe. For this reason it is necessary for
our approach to create one copy of the sub-workflow for each
iteration. This is accomplished inside the cross validation
node, which also pre-executes each copy of the flow so that all
nodes up to the partitioner node are executed and retain their
individual state.
If an iteration is fully prepared and saved, it is put into a queue.
Because the order of the results may play an important role,
each single job has an index. As soon as a thread becomes
available, execution is started. To assist this process, a thread
pool is created: a sub-pool of the global pool. In the dialog of
the particular metanode the user can specify how many threads
the node should use to execute the internal workflow. Such a
sub-pool shares the threads with its parent pool and thus may
not use more threads than are already configured for the
parent. After 9 of the 10 iterations (in our example) have been
submitted to the queue, the cross validation node executes the
10th iteration by itself. This is necessary to ensure that the GUI
representations show an executed state and the nodes have data
tables at their output ports after the cross validation has
finished. If this did not happen, the user’s view would be
inconsistent showing an outer cross validation node in its
executed state but its inner nodes in an unexecuted state.
Finally, the cross validation node takes the results of the queue
and merges them into the final output tables. As the cross
validation thread does not use its reserved processing time
while waiting for the results, it signals its “waiting state” to the
thread pool which responds by creating an additional thread.
To sum up, the following steps are necessary to implement a
parallel metanode:
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1.

2.

Create a submission queue into which the prepared subworkflows are inserted and executed. A default
implementation that works with threads taken from a subpool is provided by the framework.
Prepare the internal workflows, save them in a temporary
directory and insert them into the queue. Methods for
saving are also provided by the framework. The queue
handles loading and executing the flow and returns the
results of the execution.

3.

Execute one (the last) iteration in the same thread in order
to update the GUI components.

4.

Collect the results from the queue, merge and return them.

4.4 Distributed processing of sub-workflows
In addition to the previously described threaded
parallelization, KNIME also enables the distributed execution
of sub-workflows. Similar to the threaded version an
implementor of a metanode can use the distributed
functionality in a transparent manner, and does not need to pay
attention to the details on distribution.
In the following, we describe the way KNIME distributes
several iterations of the cross validation sub-workflow across
distributed computers. The general idea is to set up a KNIME
server component on each participating computer. The server
has the full functionality of KNIME but runs without the user
interface. Instead the server component accepts remote
workflow jobs for execution. All computers intended to be
used for distributed runs have to be registered to the KNIME
global preferences as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Once a workflow has been created that includes a parallel
executable metanode (in our case the cross validation node) it
can be configured for distributed computing by selecting the
appropriate option. Once this option is selected the user can
choose the participating computers from a list of accessible
registered computers (see Fig. 5).
After the run has been started, a single iteration of the cross
validation procedure is assigned to each computer (similar to
the threaded approach). This assignment contains the XML
description of the sub-workflow and all the necessary data. For
this reason, big data files can massively slow down
communication between the computers. Therefore, the
complexity of the computation inside the sub-workflow must
be proportional to the data size.

Figure 4. Registered distributed computers

The distribution scheme follows the classical master/worker
approach where the master is represented by the computer on
which the GUI is installed. Each worker supports the full
KNIME functionality and exploits the threaded parallelism
described in the previous sections. For this reason, each worker
maintains a job queue from which jobs are assigned to the
processors. Fig. 6 demonstrates this approach.
The master assigns to each worker as many jobs as the worker
has available processors. Once a worker reports a result to the
master node a new job (if available) is sent to the worker. This
procedure is repeated until all iterations of the cross validation
node have been executed and sent back by the workers. The
master node then merges the partial results (as in the threaded
approach).

5. EXPERIMENTS

Figure 5. Selected computers from the list of computers that
are accessible

In this section we present some experimental results on the
parallel and distributed approaches presented above. The first
approach in section 4.1 discussed the parallel execution of
independent nodes. As this inherent parallelism is quite
obvious and realized in nearly all pipelining tools we focus on
the threaded processing of data inside a node (see Section 4.2)
and the threaded and distributed approach of processing
metanodes (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4).
The threaded tests have been run on a Tyan Transport VX50
(B4881) with 8 Dual Core AMD Opteron 870 CPUs running at
2.00 GHz. The system has 32GB of memory organized in a
Non-Uniform Memory Architecture (NUMA) and runs the Red
Hat Linux operating system and Sun’s Java 1.5.

Figure 6. The master/worker approach

The first test measures a flow of nodes that process their data
in parallel chunks as described in Section 4.2. The used flow
(shown in Fig. 2) was taken from a research project in the field
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of cell-assay image classification[4]. The flow is the preprocessing part of a bigger flow. It reads 384 cell-assay images
(Plate Reader), performs low pass filtering, then image
thresholding to remove the background from the images (Otsu
thresholding), and finally segments the cell-assays into single
cell images by Voronoi segmentation. All these steps (except
the image reader) process the images (each image represents a
data row) independently and thus, have been implemented as
threaded nodes. The graphs in Fig. 7 show the runtime for 1 to
10 parallel threads (40 chunks have been created for 10 parallel
threads).

written to disk. Despite the very fast disk array of the used
system these I/O pauses cause degradation in speedup.
Table 1. System time and CPU usage for the “threaded node”
workflow
Workflow
threads

System time

Total Runtime

Total CPU
usage

1

420.30s

3689.00s

109%

2

466.05s

2024.65s

202%

3

501.08s

1530.71s

284%

4

543.10s

1298.00s

366%

5

594.61s

1219.42s

449%

6

645.51s

1168.89s

513%

7

715.38s

1180.89s

573%

8

794.10s

1155.83s

648%

9

860.21s

1169.61s

703%

10

933.29s

1180.71s

758%

The values in table 1 support this conjecture: the number of
threads used for executing nodes, the time the whole KNIME
process spent inside the kernel (system time - mostly because
of I/O), the total runtime and the total CPU usage are shown.
As can be seen, the system time takes about 10% of the
runtime with 1 thread and increases the more threads are used
(the CPU usage is above 100% for 1 workflow thread, because
there are other threads like the UI thread or the garbage
collector that now and then occupy an additional free CPU). At
the same time, the CPU usage does not rise at the same rate as
the number of used threads, because the time a process/thread
spends waiting for I/O is not directly attributed to the process.
Another reason is the architecture of the Java runtime system.
In Java there is one global heap to which all objects are
allocated. Unfortunately, write access to the heap is internally
synchronized by the virtual machine. Therefore, if a parallel
algorithm allocates a lot of memory, its threads will very likely
block each other while trying to access the heap. This effect
has already been described in more detail in [14].

Figure 7. Runtime and speedup of the threaded node scenario

The second test describes the performance measurement of
parallel executing metanodes. This test is executed with
parallel threads and distributed computers. We use two flows
with different characteristics for our tests. The first flow is the
same as shown in Fig. 3. The outer flow reads in the data,
samples a subset of data rows and then performs a 10-fold
cross validation. The cross validation sub-workflow tests a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) with a quadratic kernel. For
this first test we used the shuttle data set from the UCI
repository [16]. The shuttle data has 58,000 rows and 10
columns; its size is about 1.8 MByte and after sampling 40% of
the data, we applied 23,200 rows with about 0.8 MByte to the
cross validation node. Due to the quadratic kernel sub
sampling is necessary to attain reasonable runtime for our
experiments.

Unfortunately, taking more than 5 parallel threads does not
reduce runtime. At first glance this might be considered
surprising, as the other experiments described below show a
much better speedup, however there are two main reasons for
this effect. First, the used workflow analyzes image data.
During its execution more than 5GB of data are read and

In the following we compare the threaded approach to the
distributed approach. The distributed environment comprises
10 ordinary desktop PCs. Each machine has a 3.4 GHz Intel
Pentium 4 (32 Bit architecture) processor with 1 GB of RAM.
The PCs are connected via an ordinary LAN with a 100 MBit
transfer rate.
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computers for p processors the lower the speedup value
compared to the speedup value for p-1 processors.
In the distributed approach it is also notable that the runtime
improvement from 1 to 2 computers is not significant. Also the
step characteristic is shifted compared to the threaded
approach. The reason is that the central master node only
performs one iteration of the metanode (see Section 4.4); i.e.
almost all work is performed by the second computer. This
impact is reduced the more computers are involved in the
execution. Ultimately, for 10 computers, each one performs
exactly one run. This yields the strong speedup improvement
from 9 to 10 machines.

Figure 8. Runtime and speedup of the cross validation scenario
(SVM) applied to the shuttle data
Fig. 8 shows the runtime and speedup analysis for both the
threaded and the distributed approach. As shown in the
speedup graph, both approaches perform well compared to the
optimal linear speedup. Both graphs show a strong step
characteristic. This is due to the coarse job granularity (one
iteration represents one job). This is especially true if all
computers perform equally. In this case the master
simultaneously assigns one job to each machine and receives
the results at almost exactly the same time followed by the next
assignment round. In the event that the jobs cannot be equally
distributed among the processors, some computers may remain
idle in the last assignment round. If p is the number of
processors and j is the number of jobs, (p-j mod p) processors
will remain idle. In the distributed case the number of
processors and the number of jobs must be reduced by 1, as the
master performs just one job. The higher the number of idle

Figure 9. Runtime and speedup of the cross validation scenario
(kNN) applied to the Océ data
The scenario described here employs a relatively small data set
and the computationally expensive SVM (quadratic kernel).
The second batch of tests changes this setup. Instead of the
SVM a much faster k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN) classifier is
used inside the cross validation node (again 10-fold). As data
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input we applied a real-world data set [7] which consists of
177,655 feature vectors extracted from handwritten numerical
characters. Each vector consists of 116 features (columns). The
data set is about 106 MByte in size and is used to test character
recognition engines. To reduce the data set to a reasonable
size, we created a subsample of 30%, i.e. 53,297 feature
vectors (about 32 MByte). Fig. 9 shows the runtime and
speedup behavior of the described experiment.
Compared to the first test speedup has decreased. The
distributed approach suffers particularly from the considerably
higher communication costs due to the required transfer of
large datasets. The overall communication time for a complete
run of all 10 cross validation iterations is about 522 seconds.
The assignment of one job (master to worker), which includes
the input data, takes about 51 seconds; return of results
(worker to master) takes about 7 seconds (about 4 MBytes).
This impact is illustrated by the graph and does not include the
transfer time.
Similar to the scenario with the small data set, the speedup
graphs show a slight step characteristic and the strong speedup
jump from 9 to 10 threads/computers.
The longer runtime from 1 to 2 computers in the distributed
case is a result of the bigger parallel overhead of the second
scenario. Even after removing the data transfer time the
runtime is greater than the runtime for simply one machine.
This is due to the effort required to create an explicit
description of the sub-workflow at the master node (saving it
into a single file) and to restore it at the worker node. The same
also holds for the result data that is sent back.

6. RELATED APPROACHES IN OTHER
TOOLS
Looking at how other data analysis tools deal with parallel and
distributed processing is not easy. Besides D2K all other
popular programs are commercial and their owners do not
provide much information about internal functionality. D2K
has the ability to create sub-workflows, which can be executed
on other computers by using a client-server concept similar to
the one described here. There are no remarks on using several
threads on one computer or executing iterations of subworkflows in a parallel or distributed manner. Scitegic’s
Pipeline Pilot offers the possibility to execute nodes remotely
but in the publicly available documentation there are no
references to parallel or distributed execution that really speed
up the workflow for the end user. Insightful Miner exploits
pipeline parallelism whereby several nodes work on the data
stream at the same time. This however comes to an end as soon
as one of the nodes requires all the data in order to compute –
which is especially important for data mining algorithms that
need all the data for the learning process. KNIME exploits this
parallelism, which requires independent data rows with the
concept of threaded nodes as presented in section 4.2. The
threaded node model also keeps the available processors busy
but ensures that a predecessor node finishes its execution
before forwarding the results. Pervasive’s DataRush also
exploits pipeline parallelism, however the visual tools are only
for visualization of the flow, not for construction purposes; the
flow must be assembled and configured via an XML file.
InforSense KDE is able to execute independent branches in
parallel on the same computer. As far as can be judged from
the released information about the commercial products none
offers the entire variety of alternatives to speed up a workflow
by using parallel or distributed processing as discussed here.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented several ways of speeding up data analysis
in pipelining tools by using the power of multiple CPUs (or
cores) in one system on the one hand, and distributed
computers on the other. Such approaches are necessary
because in future the speed of a single processor will not
increase as fast as it has done in the last decades, instead we
will see a rise in multi-core environments. However, the
amount of data requiring analysis will continue to grow at the
same speed or even faster.
Unfortunately, most of today’s programmers are not specially
trained in writing parallelized code, making some kind of
framework necessary. The data analysis platform KNIME
already offers a simple API to develop new nodes for a
workflow. With the extensions we described above, it is not
substantially more difficult to add parallel processing to a node
than programming a sequential one. Of course, additional
overheads must normally be taken into account with such ease
of use. In our experiments we showed that it is still possible to
achieve good speedups by applying the provided framework.
When using multiple threads, however, the I/O and Java
runtime system become bottlenecks. Nevertheless, speedups of
up to 7.5 on 10 CPUs are possible.
When executing sub-workflows on other computers this effect
is not a problem. In this case, however, sending data between
the computers introduces considerable overhead which impairs
performance. On one hand, this impacts the speedup of subworkflows that contain a lot of data but are not very
computing-intensive; on the other hand, with the right
proportion it is possible to achieve speedups of almost 8 with
10 computers.
There are still some areas of the framework that can be further
optimized. For instance, transfer of sub-workflows to other
computers can be made more efficient. A saved workflow may
contain more data than is actually necessary for executing
remaining nodes. If this data is left out, the communication
overhead will decrease. After these issues have been solved,
the described approaches will be evaluated with much bigger
datasets and on many more processing units. Another area for
further improvement involves extending the “threaded nodes”
so that those chunks are executed on other computers.
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